Privacy Policy
Definition
"csmforex"
"User"

means
means

"Personal information" means

www.csmforex.com
The person who registers with the application www.csmforex.com
according to the registration procedure specified until complete
The information about the person who makes it possible to identify that
person.

1. Data collection methods and data usage
Collection of information such as cookies is a collection of information in order to access the website
or the way that users use the website each time with relevant information that csmforex collects "personal
information" consisting of
Information that users provide directly, such as information entered during registration and various
information related to use on the website including user accounts or information that has been edited in the
user's account or data that contact with csmforex and others that are believed to be controlled by the user.
Data from user usage, csmforex does not have a policy to collect information related to usage, such
as credit card information, debit card information, electronic account information or e-wallet account
information for payment. In any case, if there is damage or loss including assets related to the payment of the
user. csmforex will not be responsible in any case.
2. Usage of personal information
We use personal information for the following purposes:
2.1
To ensure that the use is complete and correct according to the criteria of the website that has been
specified.
2.2
To confirm or identify the use of various applications on the website.
2.3
In order to check the usage information of the user for the development of safety in use. In this
section, the user information may be used only as necessary and may proceed with encryption before
use or provide random access to the user. In order to prevent fraud or other activities that is likely to
violate the rules of csmforex or the terms of use of the website.
2.4
To increase efficiency in various applications to user.
2.5
In order to increase security even more, csmforex needs to use the personal information of the user,
such as the user's email to confirm the identification. Usage or activities on the website including
sending advertising content, Public relations including activities and promotions in order to match
your interests.
2.6
For any other benefits related to csmforex's business operations such as collecting user access data
including advertising, news and promotions in the personal area of the user according to the area that
csmforex has already determined. See more details at "Advertising and public relations area"
However, the user communicates with csmforex that the user acknowledges and accepts that
communication with csmforex may be recorded or contact in any way.
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3. Disclosure of personal information to third parties
Csmforex will not disclose such information to anyone without the permission of the user. However,
for the benefit of using this website, csmforex may disclose the personal information of some users to
partner in order to use the personal information of users in various areas of the website including
recommendations website that is useful to csmforex and users or not useful to user.
However, if the user believes that the personal information of the user is used for other purposes. In
addition to the scope that csmforex has defined, users can notify csmforex to continue with the relevant
sections. Csmforex recommends that users check that personal information of the user is caused by the use
of the website and other services, resulting in the personal information of the user being used. In such cases,
csmforex cannot be held responsible for the safety or privacy of any user data collected by websites that
users use for various services. Users should therefore be careful and check the privacy policy of websites
that users use.
4. Security in the storage of personal information
Csmforex has collected personal information by appropriate techniques including restricting access
to personal information of users to prevent data from being used or unauthorized access. However, csmforex
cannot guarantee that there will be no defects arising from the operation. Csmforex reserves the right to deny
responsibility for damages that occur in all cases.
5. Linking website to third party products and services
The website of csmforex may contain links to other websites. In which those websites may collect
user usage data. csmforex cannot be responsible for the security of user data collected by those websites.
Users should use caution and check the privacy policy of those external websites as well.
6. Use of Personal Information Protection Policy
Users acknowledge that this Privacy Policy applies to all personal data collected by Csmforex.
csmforex has the right to collect and use the personal information of users to use or disclose to others under
the scope of the privacy policy.
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